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Abstract 
Illanes, A., The space of Whitney levels, Topology and its Applications 40 (1991) 157-169. 
Let X be a continuum and let C(X) be the space of subcontinua of X In this paper we consider 
the spaces W(X) = (u : C(X) + IR 1 u is a Whitney map and u(X) = 1) with the “sup metric” and, 
N(X) = {u-‘(t) E C( C(X)) : u E W(X) and 0 s t s 1). We define a natural order for N(X) and 
we prove that if there is a homeomorphism from N(X) onto N( Y) which preserves order, then 
X is homeomorphic to Y. Also we prove that W(X) is always homeomorphic to I2 (this answers 
a question by Nadler). 
Keywords: Whitney maps, Whitney levels, Whitney decompositions, space of Whitney levels, 
space of Whitney maps. 
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If0 ion 
A continuum is a nondegenerate compact connected metric space. If is a con- 
tinuum, the hyperspace of subcontinua of 
is compact, connected and nonempty) 
with the HausdorfI metric. A map is a continuous function. 
map u : C(X) + R such th =O for each XE 
AcBfA, then u(A)<u 
u-‘(t) where u is a itney map and t E [O, u( 
are connected, so they are elements of C(C( 
levels by 
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Given ,aP, 93 E N(X), we write & - < 6% if for each A E ~4, there exists B E B such that 
Ac B and we write SU 4 B if d s B and tin !3!3 =8. The space of Whitney maps is 
w(x)={u:c(x)+R] u is a Whitney map and u(X) = 1) 
with the “sup metric”. We also consider W(X) as semigroup with the pointwise 
product and we define, for u, w E W(X), u 4 w if u(A) C w(A) for every AE 
C(X) -((X} u F,(X!)(F,(X) = {{x} E C(X): x E X}). 
The space of Whitney maps was defined by Nadler Jr in [7,14.71] where he asked 
the following question [7, Question 14.71.1): 
“If X and Y are continua such that W( C(X)) (respectively, W(2x )) is homeo- 
morphic, or both homeomorphic and algebraically isomorphic to W( C( Y)) (respec- 
tively, W(2y)), then must X and Y be homeomorphic?” 
This question was partially answered in [S] where we proved the following theorem: 
(*) If there exists a homeomarphism F : W(X) + W( Y) which is a semigroup 
isomorphism and preserves the order < (u < w if and only if F(u) 4 F(w)), 
then X is homeomoqhic to Y. 
In this paper: 
(a) We study some basic facts about the structure of N(X). 
(b) Using (*) we prove that if there exists a homeomorphism ZF: N(X) + N( Y) 
such that & < a if and only if 9( 94) < 9(B), then X is homeomorphic to Y. 
(c) We give another partial answer to Nadler’s question by proving that W(X) 
is always homeomorphic to 12. 
Some conventions: The interval [0, l] is denoted by I. C*(X) denotes C( C(X)) 
and C3(X) denotes C( C’(X)). The metric for X is denoted by d, the HausdorfI 
metric for C(X) by H, the metric for C’(X) by H*, etc. If A E C(X) and e > 0, then 
N(r,A)={peX: there exists aEA such that d(p a)<~). 
If & E C*(X) and E > 0, 
N’( E, &) = {B E C’(X): there exists A E d such that H(A, B) < E}. 
Similarly is defined N3( E, a) when 2l E C3(X) and E > 0. If p E X, A E C(X), 
do C’(X), and ‘GE C”(X) and E>O define B,(p), B:(A), B:(d) and B:(a) as 
the set of the elements in the respective space which has distance to the respective 
center less than E. 
A large ordered arc (1.o.a.) in C(X) is a subcontinuum Q! of C(X) such that 
n a E F,(X), u a=X and A, E Q! implies that Ac B or Bc A. Then, by 
emma I.31 every 1.o.a. in C(X) is homeomorphic to I and, by 17, Theorem 1.81, 
C(X), there exists a 1.o.a. cy in C(X) sue 
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A = B. 
If & c C(X), & is called an anti-chain if A, B E & and A c B, then 
The following theorem is related to [3, Theorem 1] and [4, Proposition 1.23. 
eorem 1.2. Let & c C(X) - ({X} v F,(X)). The following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) SQ is a Whitney level. 
(b) A! is a compact anti-chain which intersects ever?,, 1.o.a. in C(X). 
(c) J& is an anti-chain and separates C(X). 
roof. Clearly (a) implies (b) and (c). 
(b)+(a) Let d u {X} u F1( X) + I given by u,({x}) = 0 for each x E X, 
u,,(X) = 1 and uQ = $ for every A E do Then, by [9, Theorem 3.11, there exists a 
Whitney map u : C(X) + I which extends uo. In order to prove that J$ = u-‘(i), take 
A E u-‘($) and take a 1.o.a. Q! in C(X) such that A E a. Then there exists B E & n a. 
SoA~BorB~Aandu(A)=u(B).ThusA=B. 
(c)*(b) First, we will prove that & separates {X} and F,(X) in C(X). Put 
C(X) - & = % u V where % and ‘V are nonempty separated subsets of C(X). 
Suppose that X E % and choice A E V. Let Q! be a 1.o.a. in C(X) such that A E CY. 
Let [A,X]={BEC(X): AcB} and [...,A]={BeC(X): c A}. Then [A, X] 
and [. . . , A] are continua. So [A, X] n ~82 # 0. Let B E [A, X] Then B # A and, 
since & is an anti-chain, we have that A! n [. . . , A] = 0. Thus [. . . , A] u F,(X) is a 
connected subset of C(X) - .A Then FI( X) c V. Then z&’ separates {X) and FI( 
Therefore every 1.o.a. intersects cy. 
Suppose that A? is not closed. Then there exists A E C(X) - & and there exists a 
sequence (A,), of elements of & such that A, + A. For each n, choose a point 
a, E A, and a 1.o.a. cy, in C(X) such that A,, {a,,} E a,. [7, Lemma 1.29 and Theorem 
1.301 implies that there exists a subsequence of ((Y,), which converges to a 1.o.a. Q! 
in C(X). We may suppose that cy,, + cy. Let {a} =n a! E F,(X). And let A0 
such that {A,} = a n d. Since A,, E a, and A, + A, we have that A E a. So A 
or AOc A # AO. We analyze the second case, the other one is similar. 
Take a Whitney map w: C(X) Then w(A,j < w(A). Choose 
that w(A,) c w(B) c w(A). Then cBcA and AO#BfA. Le 
{CECY: BcCcX}. Then [B,X]nsP=p). For each n, let [a,,, n)={C~~,: a,E 
C c A,, # C}. So the set !B = F,(X) v (U{[a,, A,,): n 2 1)) is a netted subset of 
C(X)-&. We will prove that BE Cl ,,,,(B). Let E be any positive integer sue 
that B:(B) c w-‘[O, $( w(B)+ w(A)). Let n be such that 
i( w( B) + w(A)). Let C E B 
B E Clccx,( D). 
contradiction because & se 
A. Manes 
We will need the following properties about the orders s and Q in N(X). 
3. Let d, 9? E N(X). 
SB, then ~4 = 3. 
(b) AZ ti SB if and only if’for every A E d, there exists B E 99 such that 
(c) ~2 4 B if and only if there exists u E W(X) and 0~ s < t s 1 such that 
u-‘(s) and i3i! = u-‘(t). 
orSB~Sfandonly~~n~=~. 
(e) JZZ s B if and only iffor every B E 3, there exists A E d such that A c B. 
(f) If (A&), and (a,), are sequences of elements of N(X) such that J&S 3, for 
every n, &+&and 59,+93, then &<sB. 
roof. (a) Let B E 99 and let cy be a 1.o.a. in C(X) such that B is the single element 
of 58 n cu and B must be also the single element of & n CT. Then BE d. 
(c) (==$) We may suppose that & 3 e {F’,(X), {X}}. Define u1 : d v 3 v F,(X) v 
{X)4 by u,(A)=$f AEd, u,(B)=$. tf BE 93, u,({x}) = 0 if XE X and ul(X) = 1. 
Then, by [9, Theorem 3.11, there exists a Whitney map u : C(X) + I which extends 
ul. Then (a) implies that & = u-‘($) and a = u-‘(j). 
(d) (e) Suppose that SQ = u-‘(t) where u E W(X) and t E I. Since 3 is connected, 
3 c u-‘[O, t) or 58 c u-‘(t, a~). In the first case SB QZ & and, in the second case 
Construction 1.4. Let % be a nonempty compact subset of N(X). By [6, 1.1(a)] 
U !?l is a compact subset of C(X). Given a 1.o.a. ar in C(X), we have that Q! n (U 8) 
is a nonempty subset of cy. Let u E W(X) and let A,, B, E Q! n (U 9l) be such that 
&MU MJ) reaches its maximum at A, and its minimum at B=. Then B, c A c A, 
for each A E a) n (U 3). Define S(a) = {A, E C(X): a! is a 1.o.a. in C(X)} and 
I(%)={B,cC(X): a! is 1.o.a. in C(X)}. 
Theorem 1.5. Let ‘3 bea nonemptycompactsubset of N(X). 7Eon S(3), r(a) E N(X), 
S(a) is the supremum of ?!I and I(%) is the injimum of % with the order S. 
Proof. We use Theorem 1.2(b) to prove that S(%)E N(X). By definition S(a) 
intersects every 1.o.a. in C(X). Suppose that A, c A, Z A, with Q! and j3 1.o.a. in 
C(X). Let y be a 1.o.a. in C(X) such that A,, Ap E ‘y. Then A,, A,, A,, E y n (LJ 5%). 
So As c A,,. Let & E % be such that A,, E d. Suppose that d = u-‘(t) where u E W(X) 
and td. Then there exists AEanskan(U‘i8). So AcA,, and u(A)su(A,). 
But A, c A,, # A, implies that u( A,) < t = u(A). This contradiction proves that 
S(a) is an anti-chain. 
To prove that S(a) is closed, take a sequence (A,), of elements of S(a) which 
converges to A E C(X). Let Q! be a 1.o.a. in C(X) such that AE cy. Since U 5% is 
closed, we have that EUl?l.SoAcA,.Supposet # A,. Let ~$2 E $?l, u E W(X) 
and t E I be such that A a E d = u-‘(t). t, there exists n su& that 
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u(A,) c t. Let /3 be a 1.o.a. such that A, = Ap.ThenthereexistsBE/3nu-‘(t)cfln 
(U a). Thus B c A,. But u(A,) < t = u(B). This contradiction proves that A = 
Hence S(3) is closed in C(X). 
if X E S(a), since S(a) is an anti-chain, then S(a) = {X} E N(X). Suppose then 
that X E S(a). If % # {F,(X)}, there exists ZZZ E % such that & # F,(X). Then A, E 
F,(X) for each 1.o.a. Q! in C(X). Thus S(a) n F,(X) =fl. Hence Theorem 1.2(b) 
implies that S(‘3) E N(X). Therefore, in any case, S(‘%) E N(X). 
Clearly, Se s S(a) for all & E 3 and if 48 E N(X) is such that & s 99 for every 
&E 8, then S(9.l) G 3. Hence S(a) is the supremum of 3. In a similar way it can 
be proved that I(%)E N(X) and I(%) is the infimum of ‘8. Cl 
Notation 1.6. If J& 9 E N(X), define .# v 3 = S({d, 3)) and & I\ 3 = I({&, 93)). 
CEC(X) and AC Bc C, then N(A, B)s 
W( B, C) s H(A, C). 
Let SQ E N(X) and E > 0. Then there exists 8 > 0 such that if3 E N( 
E.$ BESandAcBotBcA, thenH(A,B)<&. 
Proof. Suppose that this lemma is not true. Then there exist ~4 E N( 
sequence (Se,), in N(X) and sequences (A,), in & and ( 
3, + 4 & E %,, H(&, B,) 2 E for all n and, for each n, A, or B, c A,,. Taking 
a subsequence if necessary, we may suppose that A,, + A 
and, for example, A, c B, for every n. Then H(A, B) 2 E, 
A = B. This contradiction proves the lemma. Cl 
Theorem 1.9. The functions Y ) I\ : N(X) x N(X) + N(X) are continuous. 
roof. Take (&, 3) E N(X) x N(X) and E > 0. Let S > 0 be as in Lemma 1.8 which 
works for & and E and 3 and E. Let (dl, _3J(X)x N(X) be such that 
H*(J& z&), H*( a,!%?,) < 6. We will prove that 4, J&V%,)CE. 
Let A E & v 9% Suppose that A E &. Let (Y be a 1.s.a. in C( 
Let B (respectively and B,) be the single element of cy n 93 (respectively QI n 
and ana,). Then is the single elemen 
then Al E s& v aI. From the choice of 6, 
A, c B1 and AC B1, then BI E 
choice of 8, we have that AE *(E, sll v Sl*). Finally, if 
B, E dI v 9!11 and Al c B1 c A. This implies t 
dVB~ *(&, JG v %)* 
Analogously, J& v 93, c N*( E, 
v is continuous. 
A. Manes 
In a similar way it can be proved that A is continuous. 0 
nitio A Whitney map for N(X) is a map U : N(X) + IR such 
U(F,(X))=O and if sP,93~ N(X) and s4sB#& then U(d)< U(B). 
that 
Let S&E N(X) and let ‘?&s&J = {&E N(X): S&G .&,}, then ‘%(J&) is 
eotem 2. There exist Whitney maps for N(X). 
f. Take a Whitney map U1 :2c(c(x))4Fk For J&E N(X), let a(&) = 
(3 E N(X): a < &}. Define U: N(X)+W by U(d) = Ul((‘?I(d))-)((~(d))- is the 
closure in C2(X) of %(sII)). 
To see that U is continuous it is enough to show that the function 4 : N(X) + 
2 C(C(X)) given by #@!) = (41(d))- is continuous. Let &E N(X) and let E > 0. 
Choose S as in Lemma 1.8. Let 9 E N(X) be such that H2(&, 93) < 6,~. We will 
show that H3((%(&))-, (‘?l(B))-)<2~. Let %k (%(9Q))- and let 9 E ?I(&) be such 
that Hz(%,B)<&. Then 9~&. Define %=9~9~%(9). Let EE%’ and let ar be 
a 1.o.a. in C(X) such that E E (r. Let D (respectively B) be the single element of 
9 n a (respectively 9 n a). If D c B, then E = DE N2( E, 9). If B c D, then E = B. 
Since 9 s &, there exists A E .d such that D c A. Then, the choice of 6 and Lemma 
1.7 imply that H( E, D) < E. Thus E E N2( E, 9). Hence 8 c N2( E, 9). Similarly, 
9 c N2(q 8). Then H2(9, %)< E. This proves that (‘$I(&))-c N3(2q @I(B))-). In 
a similar way it can be proved that (%(9?))-c N3(2q (‘ir(~@)-). Hence 
H3( +(.4), d(B)) < 2~. This completes the proof that U ij continuous. 
Let d, B E N(X) be such that & s SB # .& Then SB e (a(&))-. Hence (2l(&))- c 
(+?I@?))- f (Y&.4))-. Therefore U(d) < U(9). 
Finally, since %( F,( X)) = {F,(X)}, we have that U(F,(X)) =O. Hence U is a 
Whitney map for N(X). 0 
2. The space of Whitney decompositions 
efinition 2.1. Given u E W(X), define D(u) = {u-‘(t): F E I}. The space of Whitney 
decompositions, WD(X), of X is defined by WD(X) = {D(u) E C3(X): u E W(X)} 
with the metric induced by C3(X) (D(u) E C3(X) by Theorem 2.3 below). 
mma 2.2. Let A E C(X). If A+ = {&E N(X): there exists BE J$ such that A c B}. 
A-=(.& N(X): h t ere exists BE 94 such that B c A} and A* = [sQ E N(X): A E J$}, 
then: 
(a) A+, A-, A* are closed subsets of N(X). 
(b) N(X)= %A- andA+nA-=A*. 
(c) FIN A- and {X}E A+. 
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Theorem 2.3. Let ‘8 c N(X). Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) 3 is a partition of C(X). 
(b) ‘3 is connected, F,(X), {X} E ‘8 and if &, 93 E 2l and & # 93, then J$ 
!3l+M. 
(c) There exists u E W(X) such that % = D(u). 
an onto map a: I+% such that o(O) = F,(X), o(l) ={X} and, if 
Proof. (b)+(a) Let A E C(X). The connectedness of %?I and Lemma 2.2 imply that 
%nA*fQ). Hence C(X)=U%. 
(a)+(d) Choose a 1.o.a. Q) in C(X). Fix u E W(X). Then ~1~: CY + I is a homeo- 
morphism. Let y : I + a! be the inverse -map of ~1~. Define a : I + % by a(t) = the 
single element of % which has y(t). 
If s < t, then y(s) = y(t) # y(s). Then U(S) f a(t). So U(S) (t). Given &E:%, 
there exists A E &n a. Let t = u(A). Then y(t) = A. So c(t) Hence u is onto. 
We will prove that u is continuous. Let t E I. Suppose that o is not continuous 
in t. Since C’(X) is compact, we have that there exists a sequence (tn ), in I and 
there exists % E C’(X) such that tn + t, T( t,) + %’ and ‘% # g(t). To prove that 
% c o(t), let A E % and let p be a 1.o.a. in C(X) such that A E p. 
Let B be the element of p n o(t). Then A c B or B c A. We analyze the case 
Bc A. The other one is analogous. Suppose that B # A. Then there exists C E 
p -{A, B} such that B c C c A. Let & E ‘?I be such that C E A Take w E W(X) and 
s E I such that & = w-*(s). Then w(B) < s c w(A). So AC Iim inf a( t,,) n w-‘(s, a). 
Thus there exists IV sti zt Aat a( t,) n w-*(s, 0s) #Q) for every n 2 A’. Then a( tn) # d 
and o( t,), d E i% for all n 2 M. Therefore o( tn) n d = fl, and a( t,,) c w**( s, 00) for 
all n 3 N. In particular, w( y( t,)) > s for each n 2 IV. Hence w( y( t)) 2 s. But BE 
o(t) n w -‘(-00, s) implie s that u(t) c w-“( -00, s). So w( y( t)) c s. This contradiction 
proves that B = A. Hence % c o( 2). 
Now, take A E a(t) and take a 1.o.a. p of C(X) such that A E p. For each n, let 
B,, be the element of p n a( t,). Since p is compact, there exists B E /3 and a 
subsequence (B& of (B,), such that B,, +B. Then BElimsupa(t,)= 
But g(t) n /3 consists of one element. So A = B E %. Hence a(t) c %. 
cr( t) = %. This contradiction proves that u is continuous. 
(d)*(c) Given A E %, the connectedness of CT(I) and Lemma 2.2 imply that 
there exists t E I such that A E a(t). Notice that t is unique. Define u : C(X) + 1 by 
u(A)= tifAEcr(t).Then,u-l(t)= n(t). So ‘3 = { u-‘( t): t E I}. Given an open subset 
U of I, we have that U-'( U) = C(X) - (U a( I - U)). Then u is continuous. 
(c)+(d) Suppose %=D(u) with UE -w(X). Define cr:I+% by &)=u-‘(t). 
Then o(O) = F,(X), o(l) = {X} an d G is onto. To prove that u is 
EBO. Let 6>0 be such that lu(A)-u(B)I<S and Ad3 im 
(see [6, 1.51). It follows that Is - tl< S implies that N2(a( 0, c(s)) < &. Hence g is 
continuous. 
(d) 3 (b) This is immediate. Cl 
A. Manes 
.I. N(X) is contractible. 
Fix u E W(X). Consider the map (+: Z + N(X) given by (r(t) = u-‘(t). 
F: N(X) x Z -) N(X) by F(90; t) = d v o(t). Then F is continuous. For 94 E N(X), 
F(d, 0) = d and F(d, 1) = (X}. Hence N(X) is contractible. Cl 
3.2. Define F: N(X)xl+ N(X) by 
F(d, t)= 
d n o(2t), if OGt<& 
dvo(2t-1), if + tG1. 
Then F is continuous. If & E N(X), t ,0)= F,(X), F(d, l)=(Y) and 
F(d, I) = d. Moreover, if s s t and E N(X), then F&Z, s)~ F(d, t). Let 
G: N(X)--* C3(X) given by G( ) = F({d} x I). Then G is continuous. 
Therefore it is possible to define a map G : N(X) + C’(X) such that, for every 
&E N(X), G(d) is a “large ordered arc in N(X)” such that SQE G(d). This 
suggests the following question: 
estion. Is it possible to define a map g : N(X) + WD(X) such that & E g( Sp) for 
every JOE N(X)? . 
eorem 3.3. N(X) is locally contractible. 
wf. Let & E N(X) and let E > 0. Take 6 > 0 as in Lemma 1.8. Fix u E W(X) and 
toE Z such that d = u-‘( to). Consider the map u: Z + N(X) given by g(t) = u-‘(t). 
Define F: B:(d) x Z + B:(d) by: 
I i-33 v u(s), F(SB,sk (5ihd)hu(-s+fO+l), ifOss<t 0, ift o~s~l. 
Given (3, s) E B:(d) x Z, we will prove that F( 3, s) E B&d). Suppose that tos s, 
the other case is similar. Let so = -s+ to+ 1, let DE (Sa v 9) A u(so) and let (Y be a 
1.o.a. in C(X) such that D E cy. Let A, B and C be the elements of & n q 3 n a 
and u( so) n cy, respectively. Since t o< so, we have that u(A) s u(C). So A c C. Then 
there are three possibilities for B: 
CA. Then A~.sh& So D=Aed. Thus DE N2(&,d). 
n B E .QU v 9? and D = B. From the choice of 8, we have that 
) < E. ence 
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Therefore (d v Se) n a(s& N”(s, dj- ASaEogwsly: &= .M(E, F(iii, sjj. iience 
F(9, s) E B:(d). 
Moreover, F is continuous, F( 8, 0) = 3 and F(!J& 1) = ti for all 98 E 
Hence N(X) is locally contractible. Cl 
Suppose that there exists a homeomorphism 9: N(X) + N( Y) such that 
ody if 9(d) 4 g( 3). Then X is homeomorphic to Y. 
roof. By (*) mentioned in the Introduction it is enough to prove that there exists 
a homeomorphism F : W(X) + W( Y) which is a semigroup isomorphism and, u 
if and only if F(u) < F(w). 
9( F,(X)) or F,( Y) = 9( F,(X)), we have that 9-‘( F, 
or F1( Y) = %(F,(X)). Then Fl( 1’ = !P( F, (X)). Similarly, ( Y} = 9( { 
Given u E W(X), then D(u) E D(X). Theorem 2.3(b) implies th 
{S(d): J&E D(u)}E WD( Y). If ( Y), there exists a unique t E I such that 
BdQ?(t)). Define F: W(X)+ (Y) by: (F(u))(B)= t if BE~(u-l(t)). 
We will prove that F(u) is continuous. Since 9(D( u)) E W (Y), we have that 
there exists a Whitney map tr : C( Y) + I such that 9( D( u)) = {o-‘(t): t E I} = D(v). 
Let 0’: I + D(v) and cl : I + D(u) be given by c(t) = v-‘(t) and al(t) = u-‘(t). Then 
CT and q are homeomorphisms. Let B E C( Y) and let t = a;‘( 9-‘(c+( v( 
<9(u-‘( t)) = v-‘( v( B)). So E qu-‘(t))= Thus F(u)( 
U~‘O~-~OUOV. Hence F ) is continuous for every (X). It is easy to prove 
that F(u) is a itney map with (F( u))( Y) = 1. Hence F(u) E W( Y) for each 
UE W(X). 
To prove that F is continuous, let S and S1 be the “sup metric” for ) and 
W( Y), respectively. Take u, v E W(X). Let BE C( Y) and let t = (F(u))(B) and 
(B). Tixn $(u-I( t)) n $(v-l(s)) #(d. This implies that there exists an 
E u-‘(t) A v-*(s). Then 
)-v(A)IsS(u, v) for every BEC(X). 
Hence S,( F(u), F(v)) < S(u, v). Therefore F is cantinucl!c 
Let u, v E W(X) be such that u Q v. Take EC(Y)-({Y}uF,(Y)). Let &= 
(F(u?)(B) and s = (F(v))(B). Then 0 < s, f < 1 and there exists an element /4 E 
tk-I( t) n v-‘(s). Thus, since u 4 v, we have that 
)=t=u(A)<v(A)=s 
A. Illanes 
If d, 3 E N(X) and F1(X) Q & G 9?, then there exists a sequence (.&), in N(X) 
such that Sa, +sQ for all n and &n + &. Then .s& < 3. So 9(&) < $( 93), and 
$(&) < 9(a). Hence, if .$ 93 E N(X), then ti s 93 if and only if 9(J) s g(9). 
It follows that if 9%,, !J&, and s3 E N( Y), then 
~-%ww*, 92, %}‘i = sup{ 9+@1), 9-y B?,), 9-y B3)) 
and 
F+(inf{ 58*, 2&, 3,)) = inf{ F’( 5&), P( 56,), F’( a,)}. 
To prove that F is a semigroup homomorphism, let u, v E WD(X). Take B E C( Y)- 
Put t=(F(u))iB), s=(F(v))(B) and r=(F(uv))(B). Let 9,=g(u-l(t)), 58*= 
$(v-l(s)) and 2&= $(( uv)-l(r)). Then BE 93, n SB,n B3. Let SQ (respectively 3) 
be the sup (respectively inf) of the set { sl, sB2, 3,). Then s-‘(d) (respectively 
F’(9)) is the sup (respectively inf) of the set {u-‘(t), v-‘(s), (uv)-l(r)}. Let p be 
a 1.o.a. in C(X) such that B E p. Then (9, u 9&u Se,) n p = {B}. Thus B E .d n 93. 
So there exists an element A E s-‘(d) n 9-‘( GB). Let a! be a 1.o.a. in C(X) such 
that A E cy. Then A E (u-‘(t) u v-‘(s) u (uv)-‘( r)) n a. Since A is in the sup and in 
the inf of the set {u-‘(t), v-l(s), (uv)-l(t)}, we have that (u-*(i) u v-‘(s) u 
(uv)-‘( t)) n a consists at most of one element, then (u-‘(t) u v-l(s) u (uv)-‘( r)) n 
a = {A}. But u-‘(t), v-‘(s) and (uv)-l(r) intersect cy. Hence u(A) = t, v(A) = s and 
(uv)(A) = r. Then ts = r. Therefore (F( u))( F( v))( B) = (F( uv))( B) for every B E 
C( Y). Hence F is a semigroup homomorphism. 
Define F* : W( Y) + W(X) by the condition: (F*(w))(A) = t if A E 9-‘(w-‘( t)). 
Then F* is a map which preserves order and is a semigroup homomorphism. If
w E W( Y) and t E I, we have that (F*(w))-‘(t) = 9-‘( w-‘( t)). And, if u E W(X) 
and t E I, then (F(u))-‘(t) = 9(u-‘( t)). Thus if u E W(X) and t E I, then 
(F*(F(u)))-‘(t)=~-‘((F(u))-‘(t))=~-’~(u-’(t))=u-*(t). So (F*(F(u))-I)= 
u-‘(t). It follows that F* 0 F = Idwcxj. Similarly, F 0 F* = Idx( yJ. 
Hence F satisfies the hypothesis of (*). Therefore X is homeomorphic to Y Cl 
(X) is homeomorphic to f2 
We denote by S the “sup metric” for W(X). Let H(I) denote the space of all 
increasing homeomorphisms from I onto I with the “sup metric” 9. Throughout 
this section U will denote a fixed Whitney map U : N(X) + I with U({X}) = 1. 
Given ‘8 E WD( X), define &2l) : C(X) + Z by: 
(p(%))(A)= U(d) if AEIS&&L 
(X) for each ‘3~ ). Then we can consider the function 
(X). 
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roof. Let u E W(X) be such that ‘3 = {u-‘(t): t E I} and consider the m 
given by a(t) = u-‘(t). Then &?I) = U 0 CI 0 u. This implies that &?.I) E 
mma 5.2. Let J& E N(X) and E > 0. Then there exists S > 0 such that ifs8 E N(X) 
and 38 c N2(S, &), then H2(&, 9) CE. 
roof. Choose u E W(X) and t E I such that Se = u-‘(t). Let 8, > 0 be such that if 
A, BE C(X), AC B and lu(A)-u(B)l< S1, then H(A, B)c E (see [6,1.5]). Let 
6 > 0 be such that 8 < E and if H(A, B) < 8, then lu(A) - u(B)1 c SI. 
Let 33 E N(X) be such that !B c N2( 8, &) c N2( E, &). Take A E &, then there 
exists B E %I such that A c B or B c A. Let A, E d be such that H(A1, B) < 6. Then 
Jo-u(B)I=Ju(A,)-u(B)~<s,. So H(A, B)cE. Hence &c N2(QB). B 
3. The function D: W(X)+ WD(X) given by D(u) = {u-‘(t): t E I} is 
continuous. 
Let u E W(X) and let E > 0. Let CT: I + D(u) be given by o(t) = u-‘(t), then 
cr is uniformly continuous. For each Se E D(u), let S(d) > 0 be such that S(d) < E 
and if 99 c N2(6(&), J@, then H2(d, 9) C $E. Since D(u) is compact, there exists 
n 2 1 and .s&, . . . , d,, E D(u) such that D(u) c B&d,l,2(dJ v l l l v B3s(4,,2(dn). 
Let S,=$nin{S(J&), . . . , S(J&)}, and let S > 0 be such that Is - tl < 6 implies 
H2(Q(f), 4s)) < a*= 
Let v E W(X) be such that S(u, v) ~$8. We will show (4, D(v)) < E* 
Let u-‘(t) E D(u). Choose C E ti-‘( t). Let s = v(C). Given since S(u, v) C 
$8, we have that (U(B)-sl<$ and (s-tlc$. So lu -tICi% Then 
H2(44B)), a(t))< 4,. Hence B E N2( So, u-‘(t)). Therefore v-‘(s) c N2( So, 
u-‘(t)). Let iE{l,. . . , n} be such that ‘(U-‘(t), di) <ia( Then V-*(s) c 
N2(6(&i), &i). ThUS H2( V-l(S), di) <i&m ence H2( u-‘( t), v-l(s)) c E. Therefore, 
have proved that D(u) c N3(e, D(v)). Similarly, D(v) c N3@, D(u)). 
(D(u), D(4) < E- cl 
The function p : WD(X) + Im CL. c
D o p = I&m(x). 
) is a homeomorphism and 
Proof. To prove that p is continuous, take %?I =D(u) E WD(X) with u E 
take E > 0. Since ‘3 is compact and U: N( 
S,> 0 such that if &E 3, 9? E N(X) and 
Let a:I+% be given by 
exists S > 0 such that S < $8, a 
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H(A, A,) < 6. Then H*(u-‘(u(A)), U-‘(u(Ao)))<fSo.That is H’(d, ~$-,)<$3~. Thus 
H’(d, 3) < SO. Hence 
((I.~(~))(A)-(cL(~))(A)(=(U(~B)- u(a)l<&. 
Then S( ~1 (a), C,C (23)) < E. Therefore p is continuous. 
Let ‘8 E WD(X) and let t E I. Then there is a unique & E 3 such that U( &) = t. 
Then (~(8))-‘(t) = J&J. This implies that D(p(%)) = 3. Hence D 0 p= IdwDtxj. 0 
5.5. W(X) is homeomorphic to WD(X) x H(I). 
roof. Define F:Im~XH(I)+ W(X) by F(u,p)=pou. To see that F is con- 
tinuous, take (u, p) E Im p x H(I) and E > 0. Let 6 > 0 be such that S < $E and if 
(S-+S then Ip(s)-p(t))<$. Let (v,A)EI x H(I) be such that S(u, v)< 6 
and 9(p,h)<6. Then S(F(u,p), F(v,A))<& nce F is continuous. 
Given u E W(X), by Theorem 5.4, we have that D(g(D( u))) = D(u). Let u: I + 
D(u) and y : Z + D(u) given by o(t) = zi’( t) and y(t) = (p( D(u)))-‘( t). Then o 
and y are homeomorphisms. Define p : W(X)+ H(I) by: p(u) = 6’ 0 y. Given 
AEC(X), let t=u(A) and s=(&D(u)))(A). Since (p(D(u)))-I(s) we 
have that (p(D(u)))“(s) = u-‘(t). Then 
(p(u) 0 (p(D(u)))(A) = a-‘(y(s); = a-‘(u-‘(o)) = t = u(A). 
We have proved that p(u) 0 (p( D( u))) = u for every u E W(X). 
We will prove that p is continuous. Let u E W(X) and let E > 0. Let S, > 0 be 
such that Is - tl< 6, implies lp( u)( s) -p(u)(t)) < $E. Let 6 > 0 be such that 6 < !E 
and S(u, v)<6 implies that S(~(D(U)),JL(D(V)))C&- Take VE W(X) such that 
S(u, v)<S. Given SEI., let AEC(X) be such that p(D(v))(A)=s. Then 
IPb)(s) - PW(s)l 
s IPW((CL(D(V))(A)) - PW~UW)(A))I+ lu(AJ - v(A)) 
Hence 9(p( u), p(v)) < E. Therefore p is continuous. 
Define G:W(X)+ImpxH(I) by G(u)=(p(D(u)),p(u)). Then G is con- 
tinuous and FoG=Idwcx,. Let (CL(%), A) E Im p x H(Z). Notice that 
D(h 0 k(s)) = D(p(%)) = ?l and p(h 0 p(‘?l)) 0 (p(D(h 0 p(3)))) = A 0 &B). Then 
p(A”~(~))o~(~)=Ao~(~). SO p(Aop(%))=A. Hence GoF=I~~,,,~,~~~,. 
Therefore, F is a homeomorphism. 0 
5.6. W(X) is homeomor#ic to Z2. 
. Consider %( C( X)) the space of maps from C(X) to IR with the “sup m 
en %?( C(X)) is a locally convex separable linear topological space. Since 
is a convex subset of %( C(X)) (see [7,14.72.3%]), we have that (see [I, Corollary 
etric) space. 
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Since H(I) is homeomorphic to I* (see [S, Theorem 4.1, Chapter II]), we have 
from Theorem 5.5 that W(X) x l2 is homeomorphic to W(X). By [S, Proposition 
1. I], W(X) is topologically complete so, by Theorem 3.1 and [ 8, Corollary 3.1, 
Chapter IV], W(X) is homeomorphic to lz. •i 
Note a 100 
ly, the author has proved that, in fact, WD(X) is homeomorphic to lz 
at. Univ. Nat. Autonoma Mexico 28 (1988) 47-611. Ako he has proved 
N(X) is homeomorphic to & (unpublished). 
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